Karnataka Monitoring Team
Structure
The following table explains the government structure and their roles and responsibilities for the
programme:

a) Personnel

b) Definition

c) Expected roles and responsibilities
for the programme

d) State Level (Karnataka)
e) Directors of Public State level authority from
f) Key decision maker from state.
Instruction (DPIs) & DSERT
Participates and provides feedback at
Deputy Directors of
the state level.
Public
Instruction
(DDPIs)
District Level (Karnataka is divided into 30 districts)
g) DIET Principal
i) Head and administer the
j) Responsible for a district and supports
Nodal Officers
h) (DIETs are government DIET
teacher-training
institutes present
every district)

in

k) Nodal Officers (NOs)l)

Selected cadre of DIET
m) 1 Nodal Officer is appointed at every
lecturers responsible for block to support the BRLs and CRPs
conducting
regular for scheduling the trainings and
trainings for CRPs and monitoring the progress of the
government teachers.
programme. They also ensure that the
materials are timely delivered to the
training venues.

Block Level (Each district is divided into multiple blocks)
n) Block
Resource
o) Government appointed
p) Government appointed leaders to
Leaders (BRLs)
leaders
to
provide provide planning and logistical
planning and logistical support to CRPs throughout the
support to CRPs.
programme duration.
q) Cluster Level (Each block is further divided into multiple clusters. A cluster has 10-15
schools.)
r) Cluster
Resource
s) Responsible
for
t)
Persons (CRPs)
academic support to
teachers and monitoring
of up to 15 schools in their
cluster.
u) School Teachers

v)
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Responsible for monitoring and
providing content support to teachers
of up to 15 schools in their cluster
throughout the duration of the
programme.

w) Responsible
for
programme
implementation in schools.
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Pratham also deployed a team to support the programme. At the state level, a senior Pratham staff
member was responsible for overall coordination with DSERT in consultation with the state team
members – 3-4 people responsible for training support, content creation and monitoring; and 1
measurement and monitoring associate responsible for coordinating data collection and analysis. In
every district there were 4-5 district in-charges (this was reduced to 1-3 in 2017-18) who coordinated
with the government officials at the district level and below to support and plan the activities in their
district.
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